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Chapter 1 : Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats - Wikipedia
Cat Morgan - A gruff but likable character in Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats by T. S. Eliot. Cheshire Cat - A larger
than life character in Alice's Adventures in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll.

Source Magical Cats Bring Good Fortune Cats, especially black cats, have long been associated with magic
and witchcraft. Cats were sacred in Ancient Egypt, and have been considered lucky household spirits in
Japanese lore. In s Great Britain, it was tradition for visitors to kiss the family cat upon their arrival to ensure a
pleasant visit. In many cultures, to do ill to cat can only bring bad luck, loss of love, or death. If you have a
new cat, finding the appropriate name is the first rite. Sorcerers of Voodoo for hire. Bokors can be either male
or female. A gathering of witches. An especially evil-looking female cat associated with witchcraft. In the
middle ages, possession of a Grimalkin could be enough proof of an individual practicing witchcraft to get one
burned at the stake. These spell books typically teach the magician how to create magical objects, summon
spiritual beings of both positive and negative forces, and how to place charms and curses on individuals. A
famous Grimoire is the Book of Shadows. The Egyptian magical system the deification of magic and medicine
in ancient Egypt, and the phonetic spelling of the German word for witch hexe. A Magick spell or curse. As a
verb, hex means to spellbind, allure, beguile, or tickle to death! From German folklore, imps are small goblins
with mischievous natures that like to play pranks and practical jokes on their human friends. Typically, they
are perceived as lonely creatures in search of a friend. In order to get the attention they crave, they pester the
human who either takes them in or drives them away in annoyance. Jade is a stone used in Magick for healing
and protection. Green jade is used for calming and soothing, while red jade promotes friendships and
prosperity. Name your kitty Jade if you want a lucky talisman to aid you in gaining friendships and amassing
great wealth. A Magick spell or enchantment that brings calamity. Name your kitty Jinx if you have a vermin
population that needs to be eradicated. A lucky talisman, fetish, or charm West African. A Russian house
spirit. When the home is in order, a kikimora will assist in care of the household; however, if the home is not
in order, she will break dishes and engage in destructive behavior throughout the night. The kikimora living in
an inharmonious home spins flax at night with evil intentions for the world. Malachite is an opaque green
stone that is used in Magick to promote visionary powers and wealth by bringing hope to its possessor.
Additionally, malachite promotes prosperity. Female Bokor and priestess of Voodoo; she may practice both
white and black magic to create talismans, fetishes, house spirits, or zombies. A famous Arabic grimoire book
of spells based on Astral magic. You can call your kitty Trixie for short. This is a bright blue stone with
crisscrossing white lines and flecks, used in Magick to promote calmness and good digestion. It is thought to
aid in sleep, lower blood pressure, and bring clarity of thought to the mind. This bright stone represents the
spiritual light of a balanced spirit and mind. Name your kitty Sodalite, then call it Soda for short. The Basque
name for both male and female witches. The Sorginak pronounced "shor-in-yak" are said to have the ability to
transform themselves at will into animals, most commonly cats. The tarot deck is a pack of playing cards from
the 15th century used for fortunetelling and divination. One who bewitches, beguiles, or charms. A modern
Pagan religion revolving around ancient paganism and witchcraft. There is no central religious authority and
Wicca has many denominations with their own hierarchical structures. Wiccans worship both a masculine
horned god and a feminine moon goddess. Black Cat Names Chanceux: Because crows are also black and
because both crows and black cats have a history of being linked with witches. The Hindu or Buddhist belief
that the repercussions for your actions in this life will carry over into your next life. An event or sign that is a
portent or prophecy of the future. One whose religious beliefs predate those of the main world religions;
pantheistic, polytheistic, or animistic. One who finds beauty in things which other people consider dark; a
genre of literature that focuses on macabre or dark themes. A male name of Turkish origin meaning "lion,"
Aslan was the lion in C. In the film Hocus Pocus, a teenager named Binx is transformed by three witches into
an immortal talking cat. In the film The Mummy, a cat named Cleo is able to ward off evildoers because cats
are guardians of the underworld. Overbearing mother and witch on the TV series Bewitched. The female jinn
or genie, also spelled jinni. The male form of genie. They are said to have been made by Allah of smokeless
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fire, unlike man who was made of clay. Additionally, unlike angels, jinn have free will to do good or evil. Jinn
exist in another dimension unseen to man. In the Bewitched TV series, Samantha the witch tries to help her
husband Darrin, an advertising executive, find and exotic woman for a new ad campaign. Samantha
transforms a stray Siamese cat into the exotic and seductive Ling-Ling. Ling-Ling is an advertising success,
while the usual antics that follow teach us that magic is never the best solution. The wizard of Arthurian
legend, Merlin advises King Arthur and is known to be a shape-shifter that disguises himself in a variety of
human forms. In the Harry Potter series, Minerva McGonagall, the transfiguration teacher, often transforms
herself into a cat. Moriah is renowned for her knowledge of secret charms and spells. Prospero conjures a
great storm which sets the action of the play in motion. Pyewacket has been both a black cat and Siamese cat
in film and stage revivals. Black cat and familiar in Sabrina the Teenage Witch; also the name of the town
where the infamous witch trials took place in Salem, Massachusetts. Lead role and leading good witch on
Bewitched. Mischievous daughter and baby witch of Samantha and Darren on Bewitched. I am interested in
magical cat names because I just got a black cat I am thinking about getting a cat My friend just got a cat I just
got a cat of any other color See results Mystical Names for Cats Aliester: Aleister Crowley was a mystic
famous for his controversial writings who referred to himself as "the beast. The substance of a second body
that accompanies a human throughout life. The astral body may leave the physical body at times and travel
through the universe, in astral projections. The astral body survives the body at death. Name your cat Astral if
you are seeking a constant companion. Similar to a halo, an aura is a luminous field of radiation that surrounds
all living things. Name your cat Chakra if she is at the center of your sense of peace and well-being. A ring of
light surrounding the head of a holy individual or deity. Halos have been used in the iconography of most
world religions. Tradition, story, or legend, especially regarding supernatural beings. This famous mystic who
wrote predictions about what would happen in the future has been dead for years, but his book is still in print.
Jalal ad-Din Muhammad Rumi, born in the early s in Afghanistan, was a famous mystic and poet. Term used
by magicians to effect a magical turn of events. Name your kitty Abracadabra and you can call her Abra for
short. Famous magician that invented card-manipulation techniques. A delight, trick, or deception. A trick or a
charm. A charm or spell. Harry Houdini was a magician who became quite famous for his escape acts.
Magical enchantment or sorcery. Indicates a quick change in the material objects, such as pulling a rabbit from
a previously empty hat. A mysterious or magical mark or letter; a small talisman used in divination. A thing or
subject that is forbidden. French for "here it is. From Irish mythology, the banshee is a member of the fairies,
and she heralds death of a family member by wailing or shrieking in the dead of night. One of the second
order of angels, an innocent being. Scottish mythology holds that the kelpie, a water spirit in the form of a
horse, foretells or warns of impending drownings. A mischievous Irish fairy.
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Chapter 2 : Sexy Cat Names - Awful Library Books
Find more literary pet names in "Literary Pet Names: Canine Edition"] When my partner, Ashley, and I got our first cat,
about 18 months ago, the hardest part was choosing a name. We brainstormed, we listed, we bickered, we wavered, we
despaired.

We brainstormed, we listed, we bickered, we wavered, we despaired. We wanted something unusual,
something evocativeâ€”and most of all, we wanted a literary pet name. A good friend insisted that we call the
kitten Parsnip, but as much as we love food, literature won the day. We finally, excruciatingly, and just barely
settled on a name: As in P hineas T. Barnum, circus promoter and author of a rip-roaring memoir, The
Autobiography of P. Barnum, which Ashley had recently read. But then we took our new kitten to the vet,
where the receptionist gushed over the name. Not exactly what we were going for. So after a quick conference,
we decided to go instead with Ichabod, which had run a very, very close second in the name-a-thon. And it
turns out the name fits this sweet, gawky, goofy cat like a glove. To help you pick a cat name that will wow
your friendsâ€”or make them roll their eyesâ€”I have, with help from Ashley and some friends, come up with
a list of amazing, weird, and oh-so-literary names for your feline fuzzball: Want to show everyone how
well-read you are? Chatty, perfect for a talkative Siamese? Or you could pick a name that captures the
dangerous creature that lurks inside your fuzzy little friend, like Cthulu, Drogon, Rhaegon, and Viserion.
These latter, fire-breathing names are particularly apt in the event of kitty halitosis. Or, if your cat seems to be
plotting your downfallâ€”and perhaps that of humanity as a wholeâ€”then why not go HAL? A little more off
the beaten Tesseract nickname: So why not turn to the world of verse to find the perfect cat name? If you
prefer the elegance of classic poetry, then why not Spencer, Orgoglio, Pembroke, Tennyson, Ozymandias
nickname: Ozzy , or The Ancient Mariner? But if your cat is a little rougher around the edges, its verse a bit
freer, then why not Whitman, Dickinson, Prufrock, Langston, Ezra, e. Does your cat have a bookish name?
Share it here to expand our list of literary cat names! Come check it out.
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Chapter 3 : The Year's Trendiest Cat Names
Unisex Names, Old Buddies' Names, Former Girlfriends' Names, Ordinary People's Names Suitable for Cat Use, and
the dreaded Names to Avoid. So start reading -- and find the right name for your fabulous feline!

Dexter and Penny Dexter, the No. It was also No. Penny has gained the most popularity since entering the top
at No. It really jumped last year, moving from No. Think the popular character from The Big Bang Theory has
anything to do with that? The character may no longer be on the show, but the name certainly stuck. Thor and
Stella Thor, which hit No. It only made the top list in and rose all the way to No. Stella, which was No.
Cooper and Luna Cooper, which was new to the most popular names list in , is now the No. Luna, which has
made the top 10 for two years in a row, holds the No. Zeus and Willow Zeus, the No. It was in the top in the
early s, fell out of favor and then re-entered the list in , gaining popularity ever since. Willow has gone from
being the No. Ziggy and Katniss Ziggy, which was new to the top list in , claimed the No. Katniss, the name
of the main character in the best-selling Hunger Games books and hit film, was new to the top list in , hitting
the mark at an impressive No. Also worthy of note: Rue, another Hunger Games name, made the top for the
first time at No. Winston and Ellie Winston marked its entrance into the top in at No. Ellie also took the No.
Olive landed at No. Jackson and Fiona Jackson, a name new to the top in , claimed the No. Fiona entered the
list a year earlier, in â€” the same year the second Shrek movie featuring the character Princess Fiona came
out. In , it was the No. Sheldon and Charlie Sheldon, another character from The Big Bang Theory, made the
top for the first time in , debuting in the No. Charlie also broke the top in , landing a spot as the No.
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Chapter 4 : The Best Literary Pet Names for Cats
Whether you're looking for a name for your kitty cat or are just browsing, here's a list of the most popular cat names on
theinnatdunvilla.com

For some cat lovers, the process of selecting a unique cat name can be a bit overwhelming. Certainly, there are
lots of cat sites devoted to cat and kitten names. You can even find books on the subject! Of course, you could
spend a great deal of time going over the hundreds of names found in these sources. You could also just pick
any name and be done with it. But aside from these basics you can also consider other sources. So to help you
choose the perfect name for your feline friend, here are twenty sources of inspiration for your consideration
Jump to our guide to names for cats: Of course, this is the obvious route. Unique physical traits will surely
help you decide which name to choose. For example, if your cat is white you can call him or her Snowball,
Snow, Clara or Icy. If your kitty is black, you can name her Smokey, Night or Onyx. Is she feisty and bold?
You can name her Sassy and it will suit her fine. Happy and Sunny are great names for kitties of good
disposition. For the queens and kings of the home, you have to go to the top to find a worthy name. Cats have
appeared in many books and movies. This article has more literary cat names. Another take on literary names
for cats is to consider the names of well-known writers and poets. This is a fertile field: Cats were considered
deities by many ancient cultures. Name your kitty after a well-known cat lover. Felix and Sylvester are always
popular. Other popular cat cartoons include: Mythical Creatures, Legends, Fables. Want to give kitty an
out-of-this-world cat name? These are pretty common and popular names. But they might fit your cat just
right. How do you say cat inâ€¦? Add some international flavor. You can consider the names of countries and
cities like: Also consider Sahara and Gobi two of the largest deserts in the world. Does you cat have a flair for
the dramatic? Jewels and Precious Metals. Certainly, our feline treasures deserve shiny names. I hope this
suggestions encourage your creativity. You might even come up with your own categories. If you still need
additional inspiration, check the following pages: Names for kittens Names for kittens - Just adopted a kitten?
In need of a kitten name? Find lots of ideas here.
Chapter 5 : Best Fiction Cat Books ( books)
Cat Names 20 Sources of Inspiration and a guide to feline names. Looking for cat names? Feeling stuck? For some cat
lovers, the process of selecting a unique cat name can be a bit overwhelming.

Chapter 6 : Great Cat Names for naming your cat or kitten
I needed a book of names to help them as they name cats and kittens. It's kind of silly the way Mr. Davis has it
organized, like names of foods, etc. Some of the names are good, but some are so silly.

Chapter 7 : 50 Disney Cat Names | PetHelpful
Unisex Names, Old Buddies' Names, Former Girlfriends' Names, Ordinary People's Names Suitable for Cat Use, and
the dreaded Names to Avoid. So start reading -- and find the right name for your fabulous feline! The Garfield Book Of
Cat Names.

Chapter 8 : The Top Most Adorable and Cute Cat Names | HuffPost
This list of fictional cats in literature is subsidiary to the list of fictional cats. It is restricted solely to notable feline
characters from notable literary works of fiction. For characters that appear in several separate works, only the earliest
work will be recorded here.
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Chapter 9 : Cat Names Search - Find the Perfect Name for Your Cat (+ Names!)
Book and cat lovers, this is fur you. Book and cat lovers, this is fur you. 25 Literary Pun Names For Your Cat. Book and
cat lovers, this is fur you. Posted on July 16, , GMT.
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